TEST GUIDE FOR CompTIA Linux+ LX0-103
Boot the System
dmesg is a command that outputs events after boot.
BIOS is used for hardware initialization/configuration. Boot Option Priorities allows to
choose which disk to boot from, system hostname. Change date and time BUT NOT
timezone.
bootloader does the job to load the kernel/OS from the hard driver, by loading a
temporary filesystem initrd/initramfs, which uses drivers needed to load the main
filesystem / (root) which is needed to boot the OS. It also knows where the kernel
resides on the system. Some bootloaders such as GRUB have a menu.
Kernel is a software loaded after by the bootloader, is the interface to the hardware on
your computer. There are kernel modules that allow the system to use different types of
hardware without needing to reboot.
Initramfs is a temporary filesystem that provides drivers needed to mount the
filesystem / (root), to boot the OS.
Init is the first process run by linux and allows for all other processes to run.
SysVinit based on systemv operating system; just works.
systemd successor of sysvinit; adds more features; was designed to be clean and
efficient.

Determine and configure hardware settings
udev is a device manager; has low level access to the linux devices. Takes action
when a device is attached (aka handling user space events)(eg. Loading firmware). Is
mounted to /dev.
/dev contains files for all the devices that provide for the system (is a tmpfs)
/etc/udev contains files to configure udev such as udev.conf and rules.d.
/etc/udev/rules.d write custom rules for udev, such as what to do when a device
connected.
dbus is framework that allows PROCESSES to talk to each other and provides high
level programming interface.
/dev contains files for all the devices that provide for the system

sysfs is a virtual fs; provides INFORMATION about kernel subsystems (Hardware
devices, drivers). Mounted to /sys
/sys contains directories for kernel subsystems
procfs provides INFORMATION about PROCESS and system information. Mounted to /
proc
/proc INTERFACE TO THE KERNEL and change kernel parameters without rebooting.
/proc/cmdline options passed by the boot loader to the kernel are in this file.

lsmod lists the kernel modules (Name, size, and used on)
modprobe add a module
rmmod remove a module
lspci info about the pci devices on the system, also shows pci bus speed.
lsusb info about usb buses and the devices connected.

Change runlevels/boot targets and shutdown or reboot
system
RUNLEVELS
● 0 - Shutdown
● 1 - single user / recovery mode
● 2 - Multi-user mode WITHOUT NETWORKING
● 3 - Normal boot (Command line)
● 4 - Unused/ customizable
● 5 - GUI display manager/ Graphical mode
● 6 - Reboot
swap space a partition where inactive pages are moved to give more memory
Mount points a path (any path) where partitions / drives are attached to be used.
Partitions divides storage (hard driver) into multiple pieces
LVM ( Logical Volume Manager )
Can be used to:
dynamically create or delete logical volumes. (yy)
dynamically change size of logical volumes.
create snapshots.

INSTALL A BOOT MANAGER
grub-probe —version —-/__ both with option will show grub version
grub-install —version —/
MBR is the first sector 512 bytes of any hard disk that stores location of the OS. First
bytes 446/440 is boot loader.
/boot contains specifically linux kernels, config files, initrd Images and mainly grub
directory
FILES IN grub DIRECTORY
Main config file is grub.cfg
But, in GRUB LEGACY it is named menu.lst, also was known as grub.conf
GRUB.CFG, MENU.LST, GRUB.CONF ARE FILES WITH DIFFERENT NAMES THAT SERVE
THE SAME PURPOSE !!!!
In grub.cfg the kernel and initrd are assigned. The kernel and initrd lines you see when
you press ‘eʼ to edit in the grub menu.
linux

/vmlinuz-4.4.0-87-generic root=/dev/mapper/ubuntu--vg-root

initrd

/initrd.img-4.4.0-87-generic

ro
Now grub.cfg however should as be edited as the file says:
# DO NOT EDIT THIS FILE
grub.cfg is generated by scripts in /etc/grub.d.

/boot/grub/grub.cfg or /boot/grub/menu.lst or /boot/grub/grub.conf are the config
files for grub, THIS FILE IS NOW GENERATED AND SHOULD NOT BE EDITED!!!
/etc/grub.d contains the scrips that generate the /boot/grub/grub.cfg file.
/etc/default/grub THE FILE YOU SHOULD BE EDITING TO CONFIGURE GRUB!!!
/etc/default/grub IS THE FILE YOU SHOULD BE EDITING TO CONFIGURE GRUB!!!
In this file GRUB_DEFAULT is the default OS to boot ‘0ʼ being the first on the list
GRUB_TIMEOUT is the time the menu will remain before automatically
booting
GRUB_CMDLINE_LINUX_DEFAULT if quiet is given as the value it will
suppress all boot
messages.
update-grub is a command that ONLY updates the GRUB configuration file. YOU DONʼT
HAVE TO EXECUTE ANYTHING TO MAKE THE CHANGES ACTIVE IN GRUB.
update-grub runs the grub-mkconfig command that is used to update the grub.cfg
file.
In the GRUB menu in editing you can add systemd.unit=rescue.target this allows us
to boot directly into that runlevel, so it can help with system recovery if there is a
problem.
INSTALLING / REINSTALL GRUB
Simply type the command:
sudo grub-install HARD_DISK_NAME
grub-intstall used to install or reinstall grub onto the MBR of the hard drive.

Manage shared libraries
Static Linking - each application uses a separate copy of the same library
Dynamic Linking - each application uses one copy of a library.

/etc/ld.so.conf - should contain the location of shared libraries, but the locations are
divided into the directory /etc/ld.so.conf.d/, so /etc/ld.so.conf only tells us that the
library locations are in /etc/ld.so.conf.d/.
In /etc/ld.so.conf.d/ there are files that tell us the location to libraries.
You can create a file and add a library location into that file, to allow it to be used by the
linker you have to use ldconfig, so now the linker recognizes the library location;
updates the linker cache of shared libraries.
SHARED LIBRARIES ARE TYPICALLY LOCATED IN /usr/lib/ DIRECTORY !!!
LD_LIBRARY_PATH is an environment variable which you can add a path to so the
program ALSO looks for a library in that path, along with other locations defined by the
system.
ldd application_name/program - gives us a list the libraries required by a
application_name/program.

Use Debian package management
dpkg is a low level tool for managing packages. DOES NOT INSTALL PACKAGE
DEPENDENCIES!!!!
apt is a high level tool for managing packages and it DOES INSTALL PACKAGE

DEPENDENCIES by using online repositories AND INSTALLS CAN UPGRADE THE
ENTIRE SYSTEM!!!
wget downloads files from URL.
dpkg -l : gives a list of packages name, version, status (installed or not)
-i package_filename : use package_filename to install a package (BUT FAILS IF
THE DEPENDENCIES ARE NOT INSTALLED AND GIVES AN ERROR THAT TELLS US THE
DEPENDENCIES NOT INSTALLED)
-P or --purge package : removes package and also deletes the config files for
the package.
-r remove package
/etc/apt/sources.list contains the repositories used by apt to download packages.
apt-get update updates the repositories in /etc/apt/sources.list, update the list of
available packages.
upgrade used to update packages the entire system that need to be updated.
dist-upgrade same as upgrade but also updates dependencies and installs
them if needed, THE BETTER ONE.
install package (NO NEED TO DOWNLOAD FILE) used to install package asks
permission to install dependencies and installs them.
remove package used to remove package BUT DOES NOT REMOVE CONFIG
FILES FOR THAT YOU CAN USE dpkg --purge
dpkg-reconfigure asks configuration questions to reconfigure package, like when the
package was first installed.
apt-cache depends package_name shows the dependencies for package_name.
search package_name used to search for package_name.

Using RPM and YUM package management
RedHat Package Manager
Yellowdog Updater, Modified
RPM -> YUM
dpkg -> apt
YUM and apt installs DEPENDENCIES using online repositories !!!
/etc/yum.conf allows you to configure yum (ex. Do a gpgcheck or assign the location of
the log file)
/etc/yum.repos.d/ is a directory that contains file for each repository instead of all
repositories stored in one file like in apt.
Each file contains URLs for the repository (mirror and base), gpgkey or if to do a
gpgcheck.

yum update updates repository sources, but unlike apt it also tells us what packages
need to be updated and if we want to update them. ALSO UPDATES THE SYSTEM!!!!!!
install --download only --downloaddir=location package_name :
downloads package_name file to location.
remove package removes package.
yumdownloader package_name : Downloads package_name from yum repositories,
another command that does this is:
yum install --download only --downloaddir=location package_name
rpm2cpio used to extract files from a .rpm file, but you donʼt need to extract it to install
it.
rpm -i package_name used to install package_name.
--verify package verifies that package has all its files.
Checks (Major ones are underlined):
* S File Size

M Mode differs (includes permissions and file type)
* 5 MD5 checksums
D Device major/minor number mismatch
L readLink(2) path mismatch
* U User ownership
* G Group ownership
* T Timestamps
P caPabilities differ
-Va verifies all the packages on the system (V is --verify and a is for all).
-qf file tells us what package uses file.

rpm --query --all lists all currently installed packages when using
RPM package management!!!!

Work on the command line
bash is a programming language and has a shell that is primarily used by linux.
env lists all the environment variable for the current shell.
PATH is an environment variable when contains all the paths searched when
looking for commands.
pwd prints the current working directory.
export used to export variables to subshells. Syntax: export VAR_NAME (THERE IS NO
DOLLAR SIGN BEFORE VAR_NAME)
echo
HISTFILE is an environment variable that contains the path to the file that contains the
history of commands typed on the command line.
The default file is /home/username/.bash_history. You can edit the history by editing

the file.
history command that lists the command history and numbers it line by line.
/home/username/.bashrc file where you can add commands that will execute every login.
set set or unset shell option; change shell environment.
unset unset options set by set.
man documentation for aspects of linux system (files, commands, etc.)
man pages are divided into 9 categories, and the number after the name of a
command in a man page represents the category. To get the man page for a command in
a specific category the syntax is:
man category_number command_name
if NO category_number is given it is default to 1.
man -k keyword searches for man pages with keyword.
manpath command that tells us the paths were man pages are stored, by FHS the
default is /usr/share/man.
uname prints system information (kernel name, kernel version, etc.)
uname -a (all) outputs all the system information.

Process text streams using filters
cat used to concatenate; mainly prints files to the screen.
cat -vet display non-printing characters. (And other features) ($ means end of line)
cut get character on a certain position for each line (-cposition_number or cstart_position_number-end_position_number to get range of characters) or get parts of
a file field(-f) which are divided by a delimiter(-d; default is TAB).
expand turns TAB character (^I) into eight spaces.
unexpand turns eight spaces into TAB character.
wc gives newline count, byte count and word count.
no args prints all of it
-l only prints newline count
-w word count only
-c byte count only (character count)
fmt splits long lines in a file into multiple readable lines.
head print first few lines of a file. (-n number specify how many lines)
tail print last few lines of a file. (-n number specify how many lines)
nl prints file with line numbers.
od gives octal representation of a file (octal dump)
pr makes a file look nice for printing by adding the date filename and page number.
join file1 file2 combines lines in file1 and file2 if the lines have the same first character.

paste similar to join but different because it just combines the lines in two files with a
tab separating them.
sort sorts file alphabetically (options can change what it sorts by)
split divides a large file into smaller file with 1000 lines each.
tr used to translate characters in text. (-d can delete characters; -s deletes specific
repeated character, tr -s ‘ ‘ will delete sequence of repeating spaces)
uniq deletes repeating adjacent lines in text.

Perform basic file management
cp used to copy files (use -R to copy folder; R for Recursively)
mkdir used to make directories.
mv used to move files; you can also rename files with mv.
ls lists files in a diretory
touch changes the timestamp of a file if it exists and creates a new file if it doesnʼt
exists.
rm used to delete files (-r will delete directory with files)
rmdir can ONLY delete empty directories.
file tells us what type of file a file is. DOES NOT MODIFY TIMESTAMP LIKE touch
COMMAND!!!
Syntax: find directory_to_search options
find has many options some are:
-name find by name
-size find by size (ex. -size +1M (greater than 1 mb))
-maxdepth how many files deep to search
-mmin files that were modified specified minutes ago (ex. -mmin -50 (files
modified last 50 minutes)
tar creates archives; options (options have no dash):
c create archive
v display information
f give name for archive
x extract archive
t display list of files install archive
z gzip/gunzip the archive
j use bzip2 to compress or uncompress archive
gzip/gunzip compress or uncompress with gzip (.gz)
dd data duplicator (can be used to backup hard disk, MBR, etc.)
Syntax: dd if=input_file of=output_file bs=amount_of_bytes count=how_much_of_bytes

can be used to create a USB storage media from a disk image !!!!!!!
xxd outputs hexdump of a file.

Use streams, pipes and redirects
STDIN - 0
STDOUT - 1
STDERR - 2
> overwrite file
>> appends to file
< sends lines from file into a command
<< WORD takes input until WORD is given on newline
<<< EXISTS
& used to tell the system that the number after represents a stream (ex. >&2; sends
stdout to stderr)
Pipes “|” used to send output of one command to input of another
xargs takes output of a command and gives it as an argument to the command given
after xargs. Example:
ls -ltr | xargs expand
This will get list of files in current directory one by one and assign it to the expand
command as an argument.
SYNTAX:
command1 | xargs command2 (output of command1 used as the argument for
command2)
tee file sends input from a pipe to stdout and file at the same time.

Create, monitor and kill processes
& at the end of a command will automatically send the program to run in the background
bg sends a program to background (no control)
fg brings program into foreground (now you can control)
CONTROL-C stops the command / terminates it with INT signal
CONTROL-Z pauses the command with STOP signal.
SIGINT cleans up CONTROL-C
SIGKILL just kills process, no clean up and is a last resort
SIGSTOP pause signal CONTROL-Z
SIGTERM can be ignored and properly cleans up

“.” and source are used to execute scripts without starting a sub shell !!!!

nohup command sends output of command to nohup.out.
nohup command & it will now also run the command in the background and suppress its
output
SIGHUP
jobs lists all the jobs (active commands) (-l option will also print PID)
ps lists processes:
no args only prints for current user
ps a all processes on a terminal or shell (still current user).
ps ax “x” will show for all users.
ps aux “u” makes the output more user oriented. It shows:
User name, PID, CPU and Memory usage, time started, how long it is
running and
the command.
kill -[signal] PID used to send signals to process, default signal is TERM
killall used to kill multiple processes.
pkill kills by command name; can kill multiple, BUT killall is better at matching so is safer.
You can only kill processes you own.
top is a command that shows system info and processes info and does this in real
time.
average load of process, CPU usage (user, system, idle), Memory and Swap
usage.
uptime tells us the time the system has been on for, load average and users logged in.
free shows memory and swap usage (total, used, free)
screen used to create multiple screens you can work. Jobs inside a screen will keep
running after you logout.
CONTROL-A-C create new screen
CONTROL-D delete screen
CONTROL-A-A toggle between screens

Modify process execution priorities
**As you assign a priority the lower the number the higher the priority becomes !!!
Nice value determines CPU time for process
-20
Highest priority
19
Lowest priority MAXIMUM NICE VALUE
0
default without nice command
10
default with nice command
Priority is nice_value - 20 (so highest priority is 0)
More time a process runs priority decreases.
top command can be used to check nice value of a process

nice used to run commands with a specific nice value. Syntax:
nice -nice_value command
nice -15 is setting nice value of 15
nice --15 will set nice value of -15
(THIS IS DIFFERENT FOR renice WHERE YOU DONʼT NEED A HYPHEN)
renice allows us to change the nice value of a already running process. Syntax:
renice nice_value process_id
renice 15 command will set a nice value of 15
renice -15 command will set a nice value of -15

Search text files using regular expression
SYMBOLS
|
or grey|gray
()
grouping gr(a|e)y
$
end of line
^
start of line
.
one character
QUALIFIERS
?
*
+
{n}
{min,}
{min,max}
max)

0 or 1
0 or more
1 or more
exactly n occurrences of character will be matched
match at least min times
match within the range of min and max, including min and max. (min to

grep = Globally search for a Regular Expression and Print
uses regex to search text.
grep -v does a OPPOSITE/INVERSE search, so it outputs text that does NOT match.
egrep = grep -E
egrep (LITERAL WITHOUT \) same as grep, but you can use qualifiers without escaping
them (\), if you donʼt escape them in grep it will search for the literal definition of the
qualifiers.
fgrep (ALWAYS LITERAL) will aways search for literal definition, if backslash (\) is used
it will just search for backslash (\) in the text.

Perform basic file editing operations using vi
hjkl used as arrow keys, because older computer that ran vi had no arrow keys

Hand motion

Vi Commands
/keyword searches for keyword down the file
?keyword searches for keyword up the file
n repeats last command
dd deletes line you are on
p pastes copied/dd line below the line you are on
P p but above
yy copies/yank line
x deletes characters
$ go to end of line
^ go to start of line
:line_number sends cursor to line_number.
Number before command repeats command that many times
Editing mode
esc exit editing mode
i type BEFORE cursor
a type AFTER cursor (a for after)
o type on line AFTER the line cursor is on
O o but BEFORE
:wq ZZ (no :)saves and exit
:q exits if no changes to file

:q! Quits without saving
:w saves but does NOT quit

Create partitions and filesystems
df shows filesystems, their usage, size and mount point
lsblk shows disk and partitions, size, type and mount point

fdisk disk_path will take you to an interactive space. STEPS TO MAKE PARTITION:
l. n (for new) to make partition
m. p to select primary partition
n. partition number or ENTER for default
o. First sector or ENTER for default
p. +size[K,M,G,T,P] Last sector
q. w to write to disk and quit
parted disk_path will take you to an interactive space. STEPS TO MAKE PARTITION:
l. mkpart to start
m. primary partition type
n. filesystem_type or ENTER for default ext2
o. sizeB/MB/GB First sector/Start
p. sizeB/MB/GB Last sector/End
q. quit will quit and SAVE.
MBR
Old; ONLY 4 primary partitions, rest have to be extented and maximum disk size is
2TB.
GPT
New, Associated with UEFI, Unlimited partitions, Maximum disk space depends on OS.
Filesystems
ext2 - 1993, replace ext (so ext does exists), used on USB sticks.

ext3 - 2001, journalling (keeps track of changes not saved to the main part of the file
system)
ext4 - 2008, supports large file and disk sizes, (max 16TB file, and 1 EB filesystem;
exabyte higher than peta and tera bytes)
reiserfs - 2001, was similar to ext3 EXISTS!
btrfs - filesystem with a lot of features EXISTS!
mkfs [-t filesystem_type (default ext2)] disk/partition_path make filesystem for disk/
partition

mkswap disk/partition_path will turn the disk to use as swap space, BUT will not be
used as swap space.
swapon disk/partition_path - disk/partition_path WILL to be used as swap space.
swapoff disk/partition_path - disk/partition_path WILL NOT to be used as swap space.
free will show us that the swap space is being used, as the total swap memory will
increase.

Maintain the integrity of filesystems
INODE

ls -i the -i shows us the inode of a file.
find directory -inum inode -inum option with find to find file by inode.
df shows filesystems, their usage, size and mount point
df -i shows total, free and used Inodes.
du path displays the sizes of directories and files. Can be useful to find out what is
hogging disk space.
-h human readable
--max-depth=depth you can choose how many directories deep you want to do.
fsck does a check on the filesystem. There is a fsck command for different filesystem.

e2fsck is just fsck for ext2/ext3/ext4 filesystem.
mke2fs mkfs for ext2/ext3/ext4 filesystem
dumpe2fs for ext2/ext3/ext4, superblock/metadata information for the disk, along with
other info.
tune2fs lets us tune aspects ext2/ext3/ext4 filesystem.
-l lists what can be tuned
-L set volume name
-c num runs fsck every num mounts/reboots.
-I number[d/m/w] intervals between checks; days/months/weeks between fsck use
suffix, if no suffix it is days.(DEFAULT)
There are different options to set different things.

mount disk/partition_path dir_to_mount mount disk/partition to a directory
mount without args will lists all the disks/partition that are mounted. Same as cat /
proc/self/mounts !!!!
umount disk_path/mount_point will unmount the disk or partition.

PARTITIONS CAN BE IDENTIFED BY LABEL AND UUID!!!!!!
/etc/fstab mount filesystems automatically

file system path to disk
mount point where to mount
type filesystem type
options
noauto DONʼT automatically mount on boot.
defaults
errors=what to do if an error occurs
usrquota enables user quota for the hard disk
dump if 1 it will make backup of filesystem on boot, if 0 it will not
pass order in which fsck is done on reboot, 1 is for root, 2 is after root, and 0 is no
check.
THERE ARE 6 MENUS IN TOTAL !!!
mount -a mounts filesystems that DO NOT have noauto for options
fuser directory lists processes that are linked to directory.

Manage disk quotas
Setting up disk quota for filesystem
ALL THE COMMANDS ARE NOT INSTALLED BY LINUX SO apt-get install quota WILL
ALLOW US TO USE THEM!!!
Before working with disk quota you must add usrquota option in the options menu in /
etc/fstab file and reboot.
quotacheck -avugc initializes disk to use quota.
-a checks all mounted file system in /etc/mtab
-v verbose
-u checks only user quotas listed in /etc/mtab
-g checks only group quotas listed in /etc/mtab
-c Only performs new scan and saves to disk.
You donʼt have to know the options in detail.
edquota user opens up a nano file editor were you can change the word and hard
quotas for blocks and inodes.
quotaon filesystem enables quota for the filesystem.
quota -v displays a quota report for the current user; blocks used, grace, period and
limits
repquota displays quota report for all users on the system.

– if hard quota limit is surpassed, it will show an error “Disk quota exceeded”, it will
also stop files from being copied into the disk.

– It gives a 7 day grace period to be above the soft limit
– after the grace period the soft limit will become the hard limit.

Manage file permissions and ownership
Permissions

Permissions via letters

Permissions via numbers

Setuid / Setgid - allows us to run the program as the owner
for setuid chmod u+s
rwS rw- r-for setgid chmod g+s
rw- rwS r-Stickybit
Prevents folder/file from deleting even if user had S permission
chmod +t
rw- rw- r-T
ITS CAPITAL LETTER WHEN EXECUTE IS NOT SET!!!!
SUID, SGID and sticky bit permissons

SUID, SGID and sticky bit chmod

chown username filename sets owner to username for filename.
chown username:group filename sets owner to username and group for filename.
chown -R username * sets ownership recursively to all files in a folder.
chgrp group filename set group ownership for filename.

umask umask sets the umask to be umask.

with no args just prints the current umask.
umask CAN BE 4 OR 3 DIGITS!!!
FOR EXAMPLE CAN BE 0077 or 077 both are the SAME!!!!
umask turns off default file permissions set on creation of the file or folder.

Create and change hard and symbolic links
Files are deleted when all links to an node are removed.
Hard link is link to another files INODE. Can only occur in the SAME filesystem.
second column in the ls -l is the number of hard links.
Directories have 2 hard links because it has link to the parent directory (“..”)
and to itself (“.”)
Files only have 1 hard link
Deleting the linked file or the original will not affect the either, as they are linked
to the inode.
The files have different original and linked files have SAME inodes.

Symbolic links (soft links) like to another files FILENAME. Can occur across
DIFFERENT filesystems.
Deleting the linked file will not affect the original, but deleting the original WILL
make the linked file useless.
The files have different original and linked files have DIFFERENT inodes.

has a l first character in permissions WHILE hard links DO NOT!!!!

ln original link without options it creates hard links of original and link.
-s original link creates soft/symbolic links.
if no link arg is given and the link is in a different directory it will give link the same
name as original.

Find system files and place files in the correct location
which gives path of a command.
type tells us the type of command/file; shell builtin, alias, etc.
whereis gives path of command and the man page.
locate creates database of filesystem and queries it, instead of querying it like find,
THIS MAKES IT MUCH FASTER.
updatedb updates the database used by locate.
/etc/updatedb.conf tells updatedb/locate where not to search, for example NOT to
search certain folders and certain filesystems.

PATHS AND FHS STANDARD
/dev contains files for all the devices that provide for the system

/proc interface to the kernel and change kernel parameters without rebooting. Contains
directory for each running process. (Linux version and cpuinfo is in /proc in files)
/sys contains directories for kernel subsystems
/ (root) where all other directories reside and is at the top of the directory tree.
/home userʼs home directories
/boot bootloader files and boot images
/var system logs, mail, etc
/tmp EVERYONE on the system has access to
/etc
/usr executable for user installed packages

